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Description

METHOD OF HANDLING A RECEIVED

TELEPHONE CALL

Background of Invention

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for handling a

received telephone call, and more specifically, to a

method for handling a received telephone call based on

characteristics of the caller.

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art

[0004] vvith the increased flexibility that mobile phones offer

comes a need for greater responsibility on the part of the

users. Because mobile phones can be taken anywhere by a

user, often times the user is in a situation in which it is

not socially acceptable to answer a telephone call.

[0005] For instance, suppose that the mobile phone user is in a

meeting and cannot be disturbed. To minimize the dis-

ruption to others, the user may disable all audible alerts



of the mobile phone such as a standard ringing alert, sig-

nal reception alerts, message alerts, etc. Also, it is possi-

ble that a vibrating phone could also disturb others who

are nearby, so the user may also turn off a vibration alert

setting. For clarity, the mobile phone utilized by the user

will be referred as a first telephone and a telephone uti-

lized to call the first telephone will be referred to as a

second telephone.

[0006] Unfortunately, when notification alerts of the first tele-

phone are disabled, the user of the first telephone has no

way of receiving a telephone call from the second tele-

phone user. Conventionally, a voice answering service will

handle the incoming telephone call by default and ask the

second telephone user to leave a message for the user of

the first telephone.

[0007] On the other hand, the user of the first telephone can

change the default call handling setting from the voice

answering system to a message notification. For example,

a Short Messaging Service (SMS) message can be sent to

the second telephone user to provide a message cus-

tomized by the user of the first telephone. In this way, the

user of the first telephone can send the second telephone

user a message stating, "I am currently in a meeting".



[0008] However, the second telephone may not be capable of re-

ceiving SMS messages, and therefore the user of the first

telephone runs the risk of missing the call entirely. Sup-

pose that the second telephone is part of a Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Since PSTN tele-

phones are not capable of receiving SMS messages, the

second telephone will not receive the SMS message from

the first telephone. Another problem occurs if the first

telephone is not able to identify the telephone number of

the second telephone. In order to send the SMS message

to the second telephone, the first telephone needs to

know what telephone number to send the message to.

Moreover, since the default call handling setting of the

first telephone was switched from the voice answering

system to the message notification, the second telephone

user will also not be able to leave a voice message for the

user of the first telephone if the SMS message fails.

[0009] If the voice answering service is chosen as the default call

handling setting for the first telephone, the second tele-

phone will be able to leave a voice message for the first

telephone regardless of whether the telephone number of

the second telephone was identified, and regardless of

whether the second telephone can receive SMS messages.



However, if the user of the first telephone decides to

change the call handling setting to sending SMS mes-

sages, the second telephone can only receive the SMS

message if the first telephone can identify the telephone

number of the first telephone and if the second telephone

is capable of receiving SMS messages. Otherwise, the sec-

ond telephone will not receive the SMS message, and the

second telephone user will have no way of leaving a mes-

sage for the user of the first telephone. Therefore, the

user of the first telephone may be reluctant to change the

default call handling setting to anything other than the

voice answering service for the reasons explained above.

Summary of Invention

[0010] It is therefore a primary objective of the claimed invention

to provide a method of handling a telephone call received

by a telephone system in order to solve the above-

mentioned problems.

[0011] According to the claimed invention, a method of handling

a telephone call received by a first telephone system is

disclosed. The method includes the first telephone system

receiving a telephone call from a second telephone sys-

tem, determining if the second telephone system is capa-

ble of receiving data messages in response to receiving



the telephone call, and the first telephone system sending

a data message to the second telephone system in re-

sponse to determining that the second telephone system

is capable of receiving data messages.

[0012] It is an advantage of the claimed invention that the first

telephone system send a data message to the second

telephone system after determining that the second tele-

phone system is capable of receiving data messages. In

this way, data messages will only be sent to telephones

that are capable of receiving the data messages.

[0013] These and other objectives of the claimed invention will

no doubt become obvious to those of ordinary skill in the

art after reading the following detailed description of the

preferred embodiment, which is illustrated in the various

figures and drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0014] Fig.l is a diagram of a first telephone communicating with

a second telephone through a base station.

[0015] Fig. 2 is a detailed diagram of the first telephone shown in

Fig.l.

[0016] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing menus used to select a default

auto-answer mode according to the present invention.

[0017] Fig.4 is a diagram showing menus used to select a cus-



tomized auto-answer mode according to the present in-

vention.

[0018] Fig. 5 is a state diagram showing the first telephone

switching between auto-answer mode and normal mode.

[0019] Fig.6 is a flowchart illustrating call handling according to

the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0020] Please refer to Fig.l. Fig.l is a diagram of a first telephone

10 communicating with a second telephone 20 through a

base station 30. For the following disclosure, the present

invention will be described from the point of view of the

first telephone 10 receiving a telephone call from the sec-

ond telephone 20. The first telephone 10 and the base

station 30 belong to a first telephone system. The second

telephone 20 may belong to the same telephone system

as the first telephone 10 or to a different telephone sys-

tem.

[0021] Please refer to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a detailed diagram of the

first telephone 10 shown in Fig.l. The first telephone 10

includes a display 12 such as a liquid crystal display

(LCD), a cancel key 14, a send key 16, a directional key

15, and a plurality of numeric keys 18 containing the

twelve standard keys 0-9, "#", and "*".



[0022] When the user of the first telephone 10 is in a situation in

which he would not like to be disturbed by the first tele-

phone 10, the user can switch the mode of the first tele-

phone 10 to an auto-answer mode. In auto-answer mode,

audible, visual, and vibration alert settings of the first

telephone 10 can be disabled. The user of the first tele-

phone 10 can conveniently switch the first telephone 10

between normal mode and auto-answer mode by pressing

keys on the first telephone 10.

[0023] Please refer to Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is a diagram showing menus

used to select a default auto-answer mode according to

the present invention. In all of the following menus,

pressing the cancel key 14 will quit the current menu,

whereas pressing the send key 16 will select the boxed

choice. Each menu shown in Fig. 3 is a result of pressing

the send key 16 to select the boxed choice in the previous

menu.

[0024] Menu 50 is used for selecting a profile of the first tele-

phone 10. Menu 52 is used for selecting a general profile

or the auto-answer mode profile. Menu 54 is used to

choose between a default version and a customized ver-

sion of the auto-answer mode. Finally, menu 56 shows all

the alert settings controlled by the default version of the



auto-answer mode. As an example, the default version of

the auto-answer mode can disable the vibration alert set-

ting, disable any LED alerts on the first telephone 10, use

an SMS message as a default handling process for an-

swering received telephone calls (as will be explained

later), disable all audible rings for received telephone

calls, disabling notification of received SMS messages,

disabling broadcast signal notifications, disabling keypad

tones, prevent all keys on the first telephone 10 from be-

ing used to answer a received telephone call, and dis-

abling audible alerts when a telephone connection is

made.

[0025] Please refer to Fig.4. Fig.4 is a diagram showing menus

used to select a customized auto-answer mode according

to the present invention. As in Fig. 3, in all of the following

menus, pressing the cancel key 14 will quit the current

menu, whereas pressing the send key 16 will select the

boxed choice. Each menu shown in Fig.4 is a result of

pressing the send key 16 to select the boxed choice in the

previous menu.

[0026] Menu 60 is used for selecting the profile of the first tele-

phone 10. Menu 62 is used for selecting a general profile

or the auto-answer mode profile. Menu 64 is used to



choose between the default version and the customized

version of the auto-answer mode. Finally, menu 66 shows

example alert settings that can be controlled by the cus-

tomized version of the auto-answer mode. As an exam-

ple, three settings are available for customization in the

customized version of the auto-answer mode. The user of

the first telephone 10 can specify a default handling pro-

cess for answering received telephone calls such as an

SMS message, a voice answering system, etc. The user can

also enable or disable the vibration alert setting and the

LED alert setting.

[0027] Please refer to Fig. 5. Fig. 5 is a state diagram showing the

first telephone 10 switching between auto-answer mode

and normal mode. Pressing keys on the first telephone 10

enables the user of the first telephone 10 to quickly

switch between auto-answer mode and normal mode.

State 70 shows the first telephone 10 in the auto-answer

mode, and an indicator 72 is shown on the display 12 of

the first telephone 10 for conveniently indicating that the

first telephone 10 is in the auto-answer mode. While in

the auto-answer mode, to prevent the first telephone 10

from being accidentally switched to normal mode, a two-

key combination is preferably used to transfer the first



telephone 10 from the auto-answer mode to the normal

mode. For instance, suppose that the send key 16 is to be

pressed in conjunction with a selected numeric key 18 for

switching the first telephone 10 to the normal mode. State

80 shows the first telephone 10 in the normal mode,

which can also be thought of as the former mode. The

normal mode can display any menu that the first tele-

phone 10 was in before switching to the auto-answer

mode. For example, state 80 shows a listing of recent

calls received. In order to switch from the normal mode

(state 80) back to the auto-answer mode (state 70), a pre-

determined activation key is pressed while in normal

mode. Thus, by pressing keys on the first telephone 10,

the user of the first telephone 10 can quickly switch be-

tween the normal mode and the auto-answer mode.

[0028] One of the biggest advantages of the present invention is

the ability of the first telephone 10 to handle received

telephone calls in a variety of ways. The user of the first

telephone 10 puts the first telephone 10 in auto-answer

mode because he is busy or does not wish to be disturbed

at that moment. Therefore, the present invention allows

the user of the first telephone 10 to select various call

handling settings for handling received telephone calls.



For example, suppose that the user would prefer to send

an SMS text message to the second telephone 20 user

who calls the first telephone 10 while the first telephone

10 is in auto-answer mode. In order for the first tele-

phone 10 to successfully send an SMS message to the

second telephone 20, two criteria must first be met. To

start with, the first telephone 10 has to be able to identify

the telephone number of the second telephone 20 in or-

der to send the SMS message to the second telephone 20.

Next, the second telephone 20 has to be a telephone ca-

pable of receiving SMS messages, such as a mobile tele-

phone that is part of a compatible mobile telephone net-

work. If at least one of these criteria is not met, then the

first telephone 10 is unable to send the SMS message to

the second telephone 20. In this case, the present inven-

tion provides a method for handling the received tele-

phone call with a second process, such as the voice an-

swering service. Therefore, no received telephone calls

from the second telephone 20 will be missed because the

second telephone 20 does not meet necessary criteria.

[0029] Please refer to Fig. 6. Fig.6 is a flowchart illustrating call

handling according to the present invention. Steps con-

tained in the flowchart will be explained below.



[0030] Step 100:Start;

[0031] Step 102:The second telephone 20 calls the first tele-

phone 10 while the first telephone 10 is in the auto-

answer mode;

[0032] Step 104:Determine if the first telephone 10 is able to

identify the telephone number of the second telephone

20; if so, go to step 106; if not, go to step 112;

[0033] Step 106:The base station 30 analyzes the characteristics

of the second telephone 20;

[0034] Step 108:The base station 30 determines if the second

telephone 20 is able to receive textual or video messages;

if so, go to step 110; if not, go to step 112;

[0035] Step 110:According to the preferences of the user of the

first telephone 10, the first telephone 10 handles the re-

ceived call from the second telephone 20 by sending a

textual message or a video message to the second tele-

phone 20; go to step 114;

[0036] Step 112:Since the first telephone 10 is not able to send a

textual or video message to the second telephone 20, the

voice answering service is used to handle the call received

from the second telephone 20; and

[0037] Step 114:End.



[0038] In summary, the present invention provides a method for

handling a received telephone call with a specified han-

dling process. The user of the first telephone 10 is able to

customize preferences of the auto-answer mode, such

that the first telephone 10 can handle received telephone

calls with a textual or video message (such as an SMS

message), or with a voice answering service. Please note

that the present invention method is not limited to mobile

phone systems, and can also be used in any telephone

system that is capable of automatically handling a re-

ceived telephone call with more than one call handling

process.

[0039] Compared to the prior art method of handling a received

telephone call, the present invention method can prevent

calls from being missed regardless of the characteristics

of the caller"s telephone. In the prior art method, calls

could be missed if the user of the first telephone specified

handling received telephone calls by sending out a textual

or video message and the second telephone could not re-

ceive messages. The present invention offers greater flex-

ibility. If the second telephone is not able to receive tex-

tual or video messages, a voice answering service will au-

tomatically handle the received call. As a result, no re-



ceived calls will be missed, and the user of the first tele-

phone still has the option to send messages as a primary

means of handling received calls.

[0040] Those skilled in the art will readily observe that numerous

modifications and alterations of the device may be made

while retaining the teachings of the invention. Accord-

ingly, the above disclosure should be construed as limited

only by the metes and bounds of the appended claims.


